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BC/HF BREEZE 9609

3/17/2019 F127447
LT LONG DISTANCE 5342P
MAM OUTSIDER 4003 P LD
MAM CARBINE 1567 P LD

TR MS RHESTONE 6611D
TR MS TURTON 3579A

BW: 89 lbs.

The M&M Outsider 4003 daughters have dominated the show ring and the Charolais scene for quite some time and this heifer will be no exception. This heifer has been impressive since day one. She is the complete package with the power and look to compete in the show ring, along with the pedigree and maternal strength to become your next high-powered donor dam.

This great young heifer was bred by the Thomas Ranch in South Dakota and her dam was purchased along with a group of young Cally Thomas bred females and was raised in southwest Missouri by Bradley Cattle/ Hankins Farms. Her outstanding young Rhinestone sired dam was so impressive raising this heifer that we immediately put her into embryo transplant and that’s where she will stay. #661 raised her first calf as a two-year-old, a bull calf recording a weaning weight ratio of 110. Her maternal granddam #5579A was born on 3-24-13 and had a calving record of 3-7-15, 3-25-16, 3-16-17 and 3-20-18 weaning off that last bull calf to a weaning weight ratio of 111.

TR Ms Rhinestone 6611D – Dam of Lot 16

BC/HF Breeze 9609 - Lot 16

Three (3) Frozen Embryos • Full Sib Embryos to Lot 16

After watching this heifer calf develop over the summer, Bruce & Jason thought so much of her, they flushed her again to M&M Outsider 4003. So, along with this elite heifer for the National Sale they are offering Three (3) frozen full sib IVF embryos. When implanted by a certified embryologist they will guarantee One (1) pregnancy. Opportunity knocks, who will answer?

Presented by – Bradley Cattle, Bruce Bradley, 417-848-3457 & Hankins Farms, Jason Hankins, Springfield, Missouri, 417-861-2316